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“Up and down the stages of history - ancient, medieval, and modern - in great cities
and humble households, you will see the same scenes played out. None of them
new. All �eeting; all familiar.”

- Marcus Aurelius -

US Dollar (UUP) has reached our targets since the last PnF Charting update. We could
expect the US Dollar to now enter into a trading range at these levels. But, demand is
strongly in control and bias remains to the upside, so continuation higher should not be
unexpected.
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We continue to put the Stock Index puzzle pieces together as the last short term

downswing has ful�lled targets since the last PnF Charting update. The Dow Jones is
the weakest with already creating a lower lower and sign of weakness. All Stock Indices
are creating short term trading ranges at the bottom of the structures now. Listen for
the sounds of Ice cracking. Bias remains to the downside as the background has all the
characteristics of Distribution.

Stocks
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Bonds (TLT) failed to hold support and have since collapsed into a Major Sign of
Weakness. Taking the PnF Count of the UTAD structure, we have now met targets with

a surge in supply. There is potential for a trading range to develop here, but given the
last business cycle update, we have to accept that we are still in Stage 6. Short Bonds,

Bonds
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Short Stocks, Short Commodities. Until there is clear bottoming action in Bonds, no
need to try to �ght the business cycle stage.

Commodities (DBC) have broken below their Re-Distribution trading range in a Major
Sign of Weakness. Price is now retracing to test the bottom of the trading range in a
likely Last Point of Supply swing. Bias remains to the downside.

Commodities
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We are not registered as a securities broker-dealer or an investment adviser either with the U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission (the “SEC”) or with any state securities regulatory authority. We are neither licensed nor qualified to provide
investment advice. Any individual who chooses to invest in any securities should do so with caution. Investing in securities
is speculative and carries a high degree of risk; you may lose some or all of the money that is invested. Always research your
own investments and consult with a registered investment advisor or licensed stock broker before investing. Past
performance is not indicative of future results. To the fullest extent of the law, we will not be liable to any person or entity
for the quality, accuracy, completeness, reliability, or timeliness of the information provided in this website, or for any
direct, indirect, consequential, incidental, special or punitive damages that may arise out of the use of information we
provide to any person or entity (including, but not limited to, lost profits, loss of opportunities, trading losses, and
damages that may result from any inaccuracy or incompleteness of this information).
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